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Company Overview
About us

The Company
HearDis! is a full service agency for corporate sound founded in 2005, with offices in Berlin and Stuttgart,
Germany. The mission of HearDis! is to serve companies with authentic and tailor-made audio branding
solutions to craft the optimal corporate sound that makes brands audibly distinctive and memorable.
Between 2016 and 2018, HearDis! led R&D project ABC_DJ, which engineered an algorithm to predict
brand-fit music, and whose aim is to foster European creative agencies and artists with sophisticated tools
to enhance their competitiveness worldwide. At the intersection of music, marketing and artificial
intelligence, HearDis! is today at the forefront of disruptive technologies that revolutionise the realm of
Audio Branding as we know it.
We work with international brands across industry sectors: from Fashion, Automotive, Interior Design,
Hospitality, Gastronomy, you name it. As a trusted Audio Branding partner, HearDis! empowers a growing
number of renowned companies to deliver singular brand experiences.

The Team
HearDis! is family. We are united by a peculiar sense of humor and an intrinsic passion for music and
sound, offering a constant source of inspiration to our singular work as much as our leisure time.
From profiles of music and sound professionals to a long-standing marketing experience and forefront
approach to technology innovations - we understand audio content in its entirety, from the creative realm
it unleashes to the business scopes it enriches, in an ever-more digital and connected world.
Our family today counts 20 special members, each serving an instrumental part in the Audio Branding
solutions we tailor and deliver to our clients. A bright loft in the center of Stuttgart and a green courtyard in
Berlin Mitte are home to the HearDis! family!
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